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Cash-in on a splendid casino fantasy and the most innovative Vegas slots game to-date – Cash Tornado Slots! 

Grab 5,000,000 FREE COINS to enjoy incredible fun slot machines, explosive JACKPOT payouts, exciting in-

game features and thrilling casino community events. Spin away to marvel in huge winnings beyond your wildest 

imagination! 
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With Cash Tornado Slots, experience authentic casino slots from world-class casino. Earn amazing Free Spins and 

Scatter Features to experience massive fantastic bonus rounds. Unlock brand new and entertaining game play, 

such as Lock & Spin or Vegas Lightning, to revel in even more winning styles, and spin your way to a Wild slots 

paradise with endless free coin rewards and countless slots mini-games! Accept the invitation of Cash Tornado 

Slots to start cashing-in on golden prizes, each day, every day! Cash-in and spin with multiple exciting free 

bonuses and hours of fun! 

 

Fabulous daily, hourly and quarterly coin bonuses. 

Endless stacks of WILD multipliers to increase total winnings. 

Premium selections of the hottest slot themes on the Las Vegas Strip. 

Addicting seasonal quest collections and daily power challenges. 

Authentic in-game music and sounds for immersive casino game experiences. 

 

Striking graphics, dynamic effects and realistic slots gameplay. 

Adventurous slots journeys to partake you in a trip around the world.  Keep Spinning! Sneak a peek at the huge 

varieties of slots collection and  larger-than-life jackpot from Cash Tornado Casino! 

Full of lucky spinning and epic wins, catch up with your Magic Gold hidden at the end of rainbow in free games, 

up to 20 bonuses! 

 

Enter into Tarzan Battle slots and wreath in a jungle of fortune and wealth. Play peekaboo with our lovely baby 

panda at Panda Riches slots! The maximum coin value of bonus here can be up to 200x! 

 

Become the deep sea’s protector in The King of Atlantis slot machine! Lock & Respin, clench your golden gaff 

and fight for the massive win! 

Enter the heaven of fortune and hold back your breathe for collecting countless coins at Panda Bless slot game!  

Spend the endless bright nights with wolf pack! Press the Howling Moon and get the reward coins ranging up to 
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50x the total bet at Howling Moon slot machine! 

 

Want something juicy to cash-in on? Spin and lock away a fortune of millions in Cherry Splash slot game. 

Cash Tornado slots is just getting started! Tune in each week to experience the newest slot games and features! 

 

 


